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MARKING SCHEME

1. Complete the following article by forming ONE word from the one in brackets.  The
first one has been worked out for you. (5 marks)

1. decisions 6. knowledge

2. solutions 7. discouraged

3. empowered 8. fitness

4. expertise 9. daily

5. recommendations 10. massively

2. Punctuate the following dialogue.  Rewrite the dialogue in the space provided.

(5 marks)
(award ¼ of a mark per correct punctuation mark. Round up to nearest half.)

1“2 When do 3I have to confirm the booking4?5” 6Jim asked the travel agent7.

8“9At least a month before the departure date10,11” the agent replied12.

13“14I15’ll make sure of that 16. / 16 ; 17I18’d better jot down a reminder then19.20”

3. Put the verbs in brackets in the correct form.  The first one has been worked out for
you. (10 marks)

1. are stored 6. had been suffering

2. contracted 7. were

3. was left 8. is preserved

4. could not / couldn’t 9. Had

5. had seen 10. would not have been

4. Complete the following dialogue with a suitable question tag.  The first one has been
done for you. (5 marks)

1. didn’t I? / can’t I?

2. hadn’t we?

3. won’t we?

4. doesn’t it?

5. shall we?



5. Insert ONE word in each blank.  The first one has been worked out for you.

(5 marks)
1. time 6. real

2. body 7. one / variety

3. than 8. make

4. too 9. stirred

5. on 10. described /considered

6.  Complete the situation with a linking word or phrase. The first one has been done for
you. (5 marks)

1. even though / though / although

2. Since

3. In fact / Consequently

4. and

5. so much so

7. Fill in with the correct form of five from the following phrasal verbs: (5 marks)

1. picking up

2. called out

3. charged with

4. get away with

5. put up with

8. Finish rewriting the sentences in such a way that the meaning remains the same.
(5 marks)

(Different wording is acceptable if answer is grammatically correct and still conveys the same meaning)

1. If Julie and Alex had saved enough money, they would/could have gone on holiday

this year.

2. Alex suggested that he would/should start looking for a part-time job.

3. Julie advised, “If I were you, I wouldn’t because I need your help with the children

more.

4. They agreed that they’d rather help each other than go on holiday./help each other

instead of going on holiday.

5. No sooner had they made this decision than they felt better.



9.  Complete the opening paragraphs of two short stories by filling in the blanks with
ONE word. (5 marks)

1. shape / off

2. mind

3. bear

4. cards

5. pay

9b.

1. beside

2. stone

3. view

4. stood

5. wonder


